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Abstract: To unlock the potential for corporations to play a more proactive role in sustainable 
development, it is critical to have a fundamental understanding of the pathways leading to a 
responsible and sustainable business. This study intends to explore contributions of theories of the 
firm in explicating why and how integrating corporate social responsibility (CSR) and corporate 
sustainability (CS) into business strategic decisions and operation processes helps to improve the 
viability of corporations. The research objective is addressed through a narrative review of relevant 
literature by following the developmental and evolutionary sequences in business responsibility 
and sustainability while contemplating the connections between CSR and CS through the lens of 
the dominant theoretical perspectives underpinning the concepts. The study posits an integrative 
theoretical framework that offers supports for embedding CSR and CS into a corporate business 
strategy. It discusses that corporate choice of CSR and CS actions and policies is supported by dual 
internal and external mechanisms based on resource-based theory and institutional theory. This is 
to meet the interests and expectations of internal and external stakeholders, the basis upon which 
stakeholder theory is constructed. Findings from this review corroborate the proposition that the 
three theories of resource-based, institutional, and stakeholder could be used as the primary 
approach to explain corporate recognition of the need for CSR and CS, and further build a coherent 
platform to support corporate choice and adoption of CSR and CS in business strategy. 

Keywords: sustainable development; corporate social responsibility (CSR); corporate sustainability 
(CS); institutional theory; resource-based theory; stakeholder theory 

 

1. Introduction 

The discourse on the role of businesses in society has a long history, and with the growing 
environmental and social challenges facing society, this role has received increasing scrutiny from 
various quarters [1,2]. Individual corporations are looking beyond the traditional profit-making 
goals, rethinking their impacts on society and the environment, and seeking to identify ways to 
cultivate positive and sustainable relationships with stakeholders [3]. Improved social and 
environmental performance can provide both tangible benefits such as cost reduction and risk 
management, and intangible benefits such as enhanced reputation and increased competitiveness [2]. 
The potential for corporations to contribute positively to society and the environment, in addition to 
maximizing profits, has become a shared focus for both scholars and practitioners [4]. 
Operationalizing this potential has been the crux of the emergence of corporate social responsibility 
(CSR) and corporate sustainability (CS).  
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Both CSR and CS have flourished within the last two decades. During that time, researchers 
have developed a wealth of knowledge regarding the role of businesses and the ability to deliver 
social and environmental benefits concurrently with economic growth [5]. While some studies use 
CSR and CS interchangeably in their research [6], others take the opposing position. Bansal and Song 
[7], in particular, argue that each concept originated independently via a different pathway, but both 
have converged to the same place, using similar definitions, ontological assumptions, nomological 
networks, and measurement. The authors suggest that rather than assuming both constructs are the 
same, scholars need to explore the distinctiveness, complementarities, and integration of these two 
research traditions [7]. A more recent study by Ashrafi et al. [8] builds on the work of Bansal and 
Song [7] and offers insight on how CSR can be integrated into CS as either a transitional stage or 
ultimate goal for a corporation, rather than necessitating that the concepts remain wholly separate. 
Although these definitional developments have brought CSR and CS ever closer together [7,8], the 
common theoretical perspectives underpinning both CSR and CS still need more attention and a 
thorough discussion. 

Moreover, a recent study of research trends on CSR and CS using the bibliometric method, by 
Abad-Segura et al. [9], called for a qualitative study to review the relationship between CSR and CS 
in order to pinpoint overlaps, which can help to understand underlying conditions that the determine 
the integration of CSR and CS into a corporate business model. In the absence of studies with such a 
clear focus, this paper traces the conceptual evolutionary path of CSR and CS (together with its 
counterpart term of sustainable development from which it emanated) in depth while contemplating 
the connections between the two through a number of theories of the firm. The study intends to 
provide insights into theoretical developments supporting corporate recognition and adoption of 
CSR and CS in their business strategy. “Theories of the firm provide a perspective for thinking about 
organizational objectives and a framework for analyzing important research problems” [10] (p. 165). 
Several theories of the firm, such as agency theory, institutional theory, evolutionary theory, 
resource-based theory, social contract theory, and stakeholder theory, have been proposed within the 
business responsibility and sustainability research agenda to explain how corporations function 
within a framework of CSR and CS [3,11]. While there is no consensus on the most appropriate 
theories, this study discusses the application of institutional theory, resource-based theory, and 
stakeholder theory to frame the underlying grounds for integrating CSR and CS policies and actions 
into a corporate business strategy. 

The objective of this study is addressed through a narrative overview of the literature. First, a 
broad search of keywords, such as “corporate social responsibility”, “CSR”, “corporate 
sustainability”, “CS”, “sustainability”, “sustainable development”, “institutional theory”, “resource-
based” and “stakeholder” in the following 10 high-impact management journals was conducted: 
Academy of Management Review, Journal of Business Ethics, Strategic Management Journal, Organization & 
Environment, Journal of Cleaner Production, Business & Society, Academy of Management Journal, Business 
Strategy and the Environment, Corporate Social Responsibility and Environmental Management, and Journal 
of Management Studies. Titles and/or abstracts of articles found in these journals were examined to 
identify a representative set of research articles that address the intersection of CSR/CS and 
institutional theory/resource-based theory/stakeholder theory. The relevant articles, whose 
contributions to this study account for more than half of all cited articles, were then thoroughly 
studied. The reference lists of these articles were also checked to identify any additional management-
oriented articles to further evaluate the complete set of findings to form this narrative review. This 
resulted in a total of 91 management-oriented articles, out of the 123 articles that contributed to this 
study (Figure 1). The management-oriented journals, all of which are Q1, except the practitioner-
oriented journal Harvard Business Review, are within the subject area and category of ‘Business, 
Management and Accounting’, ‘Strategy and Management’ and ‘Social Sciences’. 
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Figure 1. The management-oriented journals that contributed to the study. 

2. CSR and Theories of the Firm 

The root of CSR can be traced to the 1920s, embedded in the concepts of corporate philanthropy, 
social give-back, codes of conduct, community service, and corporate managers as public trustees [12]. 
Due to the influence of the Great Depression of the 1930s and World War II in the 1940s, CSR, however, 
failed to become a serious topic amongst leading corporations until the 1950s [13]. CSR found itself in 
the spotlight in 1951 when Frank W. Abrams, a former executive for Standard Oil Company, New 
Jersey, introduced the idea that businesses should be held accountable to society for their actions. He 
recognized the obligation of business managers “to conduct the affairs of the enterprise in its charge in 
such a way as to maintain an equitable and workable balance among the claims of the various … 
interested groups: the stockholders, employees, customers, and the public at large” [14] (p. 29–30). The 
modern era of CSR was, however, marked by Howard R. Bowen in 1953, who made the first significant 
scholarly contribution by publishing the book, Social Responsibilities of the Businessman [15]. He proposed 
the definition of CSR as “the obligations of businessmen to pursue those policies, to make those 
decisions, or to follow those lines of action which are desirable in terms of the objectives and values of 
our society” [16] (p. 6). In 1960, William C. Frederick, who has written extensively on CSR for decades, 
also recognized the social responsibilities of the businessman to “oversee the operation of an economic 
system that fulfills the expectations of the public. And this means in turn that the economy’s means of 
production should be employed in such a way that production and distribution should enhance total 
socio-economic welfare” [17] (p. 60). 

During the 1950s and 1960s, the focus of CSR was primarily on business responsibilities to society 
and acting in a socially responsible manner, and less so on how CSR could benefit the business [13]. It 
was not until the late 1950s that Theodore Levitt raised concerns about the dangers of pursuing 
ambiguous corporate objectives such as CSR-related activities [18] and openly criticized the concept. 
Similar arguments were made later by Milton Friedman, who purported that businesses have only one 
responsibility and it is to make as much money as possible for their shareholders while conforming to 
the basic rules of society [19,20]. Such views at the time constructed a new narrative around the notion 
of incorporating CSR into business objectives. For example, managers were perceived to be unfit for a 
role that rightly belongs to government, citing dangers such as distracting managers from profit-
making tasks, or the potential misappropriation of shareholders’ funds by executive managers in the 
name of CSR to advance their own social, political, or career agendas.  
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Over time, there were further efforts to establish a positive linkage between CSR and shareholders’ 
long-term interests. A major debate on how to reconcile CSR with the economic interests of corporations 
emerged in 1970. Henry C. Wallich and John J. McGowan [21] recognized that it is consistent with 
shareholders’ long-term interests to be socially minded, providing a new rationale to uphold CSR 
without compromising shareholders’ interests [22]. On that note, Keith Davis [23], one of the first and 
most prominent CSR scholars of that period, recognized CSR as “the firm’s obligation to evaluate in its 
decision-making process the effects of its decisions on the external social system in a manner that will 
accomplish social benefits along with the traditional economic gains which the firm seeks” (p. 312–313). 
Most of the research in favor of CSR that followed supported the notion that it is in a business’s long-
term self-interest, so-called ‘enlightened self-interest’, to be socially responsible [24–26]. While the 
‘enlightened self-interest’ model enabled CSR to be more widely accepted by business managers, it did 
not provide any theoretical framework to connect CSR to the outcomes of socially responsible initiatives 
and identify the benefits to a wide range of stakeholders [22]. During this period, the concept of 
corporate social performance (CSP) was developed as an extension of CSR. CSP implies the capacity of 
a corporation to respond to social pressures and was pioneered by Robert W. Ackerman in 1973 [27]; it 
was later referred to as CSR2 by Frederick [28]. 

By the mid-1970s, Prakash S. Sethi developed a structural framework to facilitate the analysis of 
CSR and its linkage to CSP. Sethi [29] recognized three stages for adoption of corporate behavior linked 
to social needs (i.e., social obligation, social responsibility, and social responsiveness). In Sethi’s schema, 
social obligation is “corporate behavior in response to market forces or legal constraints”; social 
responsibility implies “bringing corporate behavior up to a level where it is congruent with the 
prevailing social norms, values, and expectations of performance”; and social responsiveness, which 
focuses on a corporation’s long-run role in a dynamic social system, requires corporations “to anticipate 
the changes that are likely to take place in the system in the future” [29] (p. 60–63). This perspective was 
strengthened by Archie B. Carroll, one of the discipline’s most prestigious scholars. In 1979, Carroll 
developed the three-dimensional conceptual model of CSP that includes the integration of CSR, social 
responsiveness, and social issues [15]. He also proposed a four-part definition of CSR: “The social 
responsibility of business encompasses the economic, legal, ethical, and discretionary expectations that 
society has of organizations at a given point in time” [15] (p. 500). 

Carroll later in 1991 enunciated this position by proposing the ‘Pyramid of CSR’, constituting four 
components: economic, legal, ethical, and philanthropic [30]. The economic component of the 
definition, in line with the capitalistic economic view, suggests that society expects corporations to make 
a profit. Legal responsibility suggests that corporations are expected to abide by laws established by the 
society’s legal system. Ethical and discretionary/philanthropic components of the definition suggest a 
responsibility that extends beyond meeting minimum legal standards. Ethical responsibility mainly 
refers to corporate voluntary actions, as expected or prohibited by societal members, to promote those 
social goals that are beyond immediate corporate financial interest. Discretionary/philanthropic 
responsibility also includes a broad scope of corporate voluntary activities in response to various 
societal expectations, such as corporate contributions of financial resources or executive time to various 
causes (e.g., education, community improvement, arts and culture) [15,30]. 

This three-dimensional integration of responsibility, responsiveness, and social issues by Carrol 
[15] was furthered developed by other scholars. Wartick and Cochran [31] extended the CSP model by 
recasting the three aspects of CSR, social responsiveness, and social issues into a framework of 
principles, processes, and policies. Furthermore, Wood [32] built on the work of Carroll [15] and 
Wartick and Cochran [31] and explained three facets of the CSP model in detail: (1) ‘principles of CSR’ 
at the three levels of institutional, organizational, and individual; (2) ‘processes of responsiveness’ 
including environmental assessment, stakeholder management, and issues management; and (3) 
‘policies’ developed by corporations to address social issues as the final outcome of corporate behavior 
motivated by principles and occurring through processes. Although the CSP model clearly advanced 
the CSR literature, it was not able to gain widespread application due to the lack of capacity to measure 
and empirically test the model [22]. 
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The 1980s and 1990s witnessed a continued shift within the CSR literature away from an ethics 
orientation to a performance orientation, and from a macro level to a micro level (i.e., the corporate 
level) [13]. Several theories of the firm, such as stakeholder theory, resource-based theory, and 
institutional theory, have been incorporated into CSR within business literature to underpin CSR 
activities of corporations. By the mid-1980s, the role of stakeholders was found to be significant in 
influencing corporate performance around CSR. In 1984, Edward R. Freeman articulated how the 
inclusion of stakeholders, defined as “any group or individual who can affect or is affected by the 
achievement of the organization’s objectives”, in strategic management can mitigate corporate risk [33] 
(p. 46). Stakeholder theory was later expanded by Donaldson and Preston [34] who distinguished three 
branches of the theory: (1) descriptive (how corporations behave), (2) normative (how corporations 
should behave), and (3) instrumental (how behavior affects corporate performance). 

Concerning CSR and a corporation’s relationships with its multi-stakeholders, Clarkson [35] 
explained that a corporation that cultivates relationships with its primary stakeholders (e.g., 
shareholders, investors, employees, customers, suppliers, governments, communities) and meets their 
needs and expectations through CSR creates more value. Snider et al. [36] investigated what firms 
communicate to various stakeholders in relation to their CSR actions and stressed the importance of the 
linkage between CSR and corporate relations to its stakeholders in creating values. Other studies also 
discussed the importance of stakeholder influence in making a business case for CSR [37]. Stakeholder 
theory provides a base for understanding the actions of corporations necessary to carry out their 
missions with respect to the multi-stakeholders with whom they interact and hold responsibilities [38]. 
Since the 1990s, the emphasis of CSR has been on the responsibilities of a corporation to create value for 
both its shareholders and its various stakeholders, such as government agencies, customers, employees, 
and local communities. The similar objectives of CSR and stakeholder theory, such as value creation 
and effective stakeholder management, have allowed the two to coexist and to incorporate each other 
yet thrive independently [39]. 

Resource-based theory, the notion of achieving competitive advantage through the deployment of 
specific corporate resources, gained substantial attention in the 1980s through notable contributions 
such as those of Rumelt [40] and Wernerfelt [41]. The idea was heavily influenced by the earlier work 
of Edith T. Penrose [42] who described a corporation as ‘a bundle of resources’. The theory was later 
refined by Jay Barney [43], who suggested that “sources of sustained competitive advantage are firm 
resources that are valuable, rare, imperfectly imitable, and non-substitutable” (p. 116). Similarly, Peteraf 
[44] discussed a heterogeneity which reflects the presence of superior resources that enable 
organizations to gain a competitive advantage. A basic assumption within resource-based theory is that 
corporations have heterogeneous resource endowments, and therefore can use their resources to 
identify and employ those assets, capabilities, organizational processes, and competencies that improve 
their efficiency and effectiveness to deliver superior competitive advantage. 

Several studies have attempted to identify CSR actions and attribute them to resource-based theory 
as corporate resources. Litz [45] studied the integration of resource-based theory into CSR through 
inclusion of social and ethical perspectives; the conclusion was that social and ethical competencies 
have potential in facilitating the development of necessary corporate capabilities to lead to competitive 
advantage. Branco and Rodrigues [46] also discussed the usefulness of resource-based theory in 
understanding why corporations engage in CSR. They emphasized the importance of investing in CSR 
to create intangible resources, such as improved reputation, improved corporate relations with external 
stakeholders, increased retention and corporate attractiveness to prospective employees, and increased 
employee motivation in role performance, commitment and loyalty [46]. This positions CSR as a 
dynamic intangible resource within resource-based theory, focusing on creating and maintaining a 
competitive advantage for corporations.  

Another theory linked to CSR is institutional theory. First conceptualized by Philip Selznick [47], 
and further supported by Meyer and Rowen [48], institutional theory proposes the idea that 
“organizations are driven to incorporate the practices and procedures defined by prevailing 
rationalized concepts of organizational work and institutionalized in society. Organizations that do so 
increase their legitimacy and their survival prospects, independent of the immediate efficacy of the 
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acquired practices and procedures” (p. 340). Its foundation holds forth that corporate survival is 
significantly improved by demonstrations of conformity to the norms and social expectations within 
which the corporation operates. This corporate conformity brings a variety of rewards, such as 
increased prestige, stability, legitimacy, social support, internal and external commitment, attraction of 
personnel, and acceptance in professions [49]. DiMaggio and Powell [50] built on the theory and 
described the three institutional views of isomorphism processes as coercive, mimetic, and normative, 
which lead to homogeneity in the structure, culture, and output of organizations; this is the focus of the 
new institutionalism (or neo-institutionalism). 

Several studies have applied institutional theory to understand why CSR activities vary among 
different organizations in different geographical locations [51–53]. These researchers suggest taking into 
account institutional constituents—including historical, political, and cultural determinants—for CSR 
engagement as corporations face greater rational pressures to adopt CSR to legitimate their activities 
when stakeholders are empowered by these institutions. Shabana et al [54], drawing from DiMaggio 
and Powell’s model, also discuss how isomorphism mechanisms have shaped CSR reporting practices 
over time, such that isomorphism is at work in each stage, but the underlying dynamics vary; initially 
driven by coercive isomorphism, then normative isomorphism, and finally mimetic isomorphism. 

By the end of the 1990s, CSR researchers were integrating a focus on a tighter coupling between 
the economic and social performance of corporations. Griffin and Mahon [55] studied the CSP and 
corporate financial performance (CFP) relationship and concluded a positive relationship between the 
two. Waddock and Graves [56] used an empirical analysis to evaluate the linkage between CSP and 
CFP and also reported a positive association. Margolis and Walsh [57] found that “there is a positive 
association, and certainly very little evidence of a negative association, between a company’s social 
performance and its financial performance” (p. 277). The meta-analysis of 52 studies by Orlitzky et al. 
[58] also suggests a positive relationship between CSP and CFP. Moreover, the inclusion of 
environmental aspects of corporations into CSR gained more widespread recognition during this 
period. Environmental aspects of corporate activities indeed gained increased salience with the 
articulation of ‘sustainable development’, conceptualized by the World Commission on Environment 
and Development (WCED) report, Our Common Future (also known as the Brundtland Commission 
Report) [59]. Sustainable development was explicitly linked to corporate activities and CSR with the 
introduction of the triple bottom line in the late 1990s by John Elkington. The triple bottom line directs 
corporate responsibility by placing emphasis on ‘the simultaneous pursuit of economic prosperity, 
environmental quality and social equity’ [60]. CSR subsequently started to embrace the environmental 
aspects more actively, so that the European Commission [61] defined CSR as being “about companies 
having responsibilities and taking actions beyond their legal obligations and economic/business aims. 
These wider responsibilities cover a range of areas but are frequently summed up as social and 
environmental where social means society broadly defined, rather than simply social policy issues. This 
can be summed up as the ‘triple bottom line approach: i.e., economic, social and environmental’” (p. 1). 

Despite the abundant research, there is yet to be a common definition for CSR [53]. Frederick [12] 
states that “the content or substance—the operational meaning—of corporate social responsibility is 
supremely vague” (p. 38). Regardless of the ambiguity, there are some consistencies among the many 
CSR definitions. Dahlsrud [62], who identified and analyzed 37 definitions of CSR from 1980 to 2003, 
concludes that “the definitions are predominantly congruent” (p. 6). He also found the most frequently 
reported dimensions of CSR to be stakeholder, social, economic, voluntariness, and environmental 
dimensions [62]. Sarkar and Searcy [63] also analyzed 110 definitions of CSR from both peer-reviewed 
and gray literature published between 1953 and 2014, and found six similar dimensions: stakeholder, 
social, economic, ethical, sustainability, and discretionary. 

The last two decades have been a productive time for CSR scholarly publications; over 40% of CSR 
articles have been published since 2005 [64]. Moreover, since 2000, CSR has been coupled with strategy 
literature and focused on promoting corporate responsibility towards a wide range of stakeholder 
groups, including shareholders, civil society and the environment. The contemporary CSR reflects 
corporate responsibility towards different stakeholders with respect to the triple bottom line of 
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economic, social, and environmental performance [64]. Creating shared value (i.e., shareholders’ value 
and stakeholders’ value) has also become an integral part of the contemporary CSR [38,65]. 

There are other competing and complementary concepts, such as business ethics, corporate 
citizenship, and CS, which have been extensively studied by scholars [66]. All have received increasing 
attention as potential guidelines for corporations to effectively plan and implement strategies to drive 
their transformation and sustained growth while ensuring the continuity of benefits to society and the 
environment [67]. Notwithstanding that these concepts have largely been incorporated in CSR, each 
has its own body of literature which is beyond the scope of this study. In the following section, CS—the 
most widely used interchangeable term for CSR—and the related sustainable development terminology 
are discussed in detail. 

3. CS and Theories of the Firm 

The root of CS can be traced to the late 1980s when the concept of sustainable development was 
gaining traction [66]. The definition of CS is adopted from the concept of sustainable development 
and can be understood as the application of sustainable development at the corporate level, including 
the short-term and long-term economic, environmental, and social aspects of a corporation’s 
performance [2,4,68–70]. 

The concept of sustainable development itself was derived from the word ‘sustainability’ first 
used in 1972 in the context of man’s future in the British book, Blueprint for Survival, and first used by 
the United Nations (UN) in 1978 in the context of ‘eco-development’ [71]. It grew out of the 
environmental movements [72], but it has since been extended to include all three dimensions of 
economy, society, and the environment [66,73–75]. The debate over environmental protection 
(conservation/preservation) goes back to the 19th century, but it was at the end of the 20th century that 
mainstreaming of environmental considerations as necessary for the survival of societies gained 
greater salience through the emergence of ‘sustainable devolvement’, resulting in numerous 
publications aimed at providing guidance for transition to sustainable development [76]. One 
example is the World Conservation Strategy, published in 1991, which shifted the focus from primarily 
being on ecological issues, published in 1981, toward achieving sustainable development through the 
inclusion of both the environment and human dimensions [76]. In between these two reports, the 
WCED published the Brundtland Commission Report. 

The WCED [59] encouraged development that could bridge the gap between environmental and 
social concerns regarding increasing impacts of human activities, and sustainable economic growth. 
Sustainable development was defined as “development that meets the needs of the present without 
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs” (p. 41). Many others have 
attempted to define sustainable development as the definition proposed by the Brundtland 
Commission Report was found to be ambiguous and open to confusion, and ineffective in its action-
guiding role [77]. By 1992, there were at least 70 different definitions for sustainable development 
[78]; this increased to over 300 by 2007 [79]. Notwithstanding the many definitions of sustainable 
development and the ongoing discourse [75], the Brundtland Commission Report has contributed to 
conceptualizing the concept and forcing it to the top of the agenda of the UN and other multilateral 
organizations [80]. This is perhaps due to the central messages the Report conveys: (1) integrating the 
social dimension with the environmental dimension in promoting economic development; (2) 
integrating the three dimensions of social, environmental, and economic across all sectors and 
interests through partnership; and (3) integrating the spatial dimension [76].  

Since the early 1990s, researchers have sought to better understand the benefits of sustainable 
development to the corporation and determine how best to incorporate the concept (mainly the 
environmental dimension) into corporations. The central focus on environment could be attributed 
to the historical under-representation of environmental considerations within business strategy [81]. 
Many researchers attempted to understand the benefits of incorporating environmental 
considerations into business decisions using theories of the firm, such as resource-based theory, 
stakeholder theory and institutional theory. Hart [82] was the first to apply environmental strategies 
to resource-based theory; he asserted that certain environmental strategies could constitute a resource 
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or a capability that can lead to firm’s competitive advantage. Hart [83] continued his argument about 
the potential for sustainable development strategies to confer competitive advantage, concluding that 
the environmental dimension of sustainability might become a major source of revenue growth and 
competitive advantage if it is linked to strategy or technology development. On that note, Shrivastava 
[84] called for the inclusion of environmental technologies in strategic management for corporations 
to gain competitive advantage. Many others have offered support for Hart’s [82] argument. Judge 
and Douglas [85] empirically examined the effects of integrating the environment into resource-based 
theory and concluded that there is a positive relationship between the level of integration of 
environmental issues into the strategic planning process and CFP. Sharma and Vredenburg [86] 
examined the applicability of resource-based theory within the domain of environmental 
responsiveness and concluded that proactive environmental strategies within the corporation are 
linked to unique competitively valuable capabilities. Such studies reveal that the incorporation of 
environmental considerations into business strategies and operations may lead to competitive 
advantage as resource-based theory suggests.  

Concurrently, other researchers sought to apply stakeholder theory to sustainable development-
related research, such as developing environmental marketing strategy [87], pro-environmental 
responses in different corporations [88], and inclusion of the environment as a stakeholder entity [89–
91]. Buysse and Verbeke [92] studied linkages between environmental strategies and stakeholder 
management through surveying 197 firms in Belgium, arguing that environmental leadership, in 
addition to resource allocation, is associated with a long-term vision to broaden and deepen linkages 
between corporations and multi-stakeholders. This aligns with stakeholder theory, which suggests 
that when corporations meet the needs and expectations of their stakeholders, they are capable of 
creating greater value over time [33]. Stakeholders’ engagement also influences the sustainability 
performance of corporations by generating knowledge that can help identify potential process 
innovations. For example, Sharma and Henrique [93] studied stakeholder influence on the 
sustainability performance of the Canadian forestry industry and reported a strong correlation 
between meaningful stakeholder engagement and the sustainability performance of firms.  

Researchers have also sought to integrate institutional theory into sustainable development 
research. Although institutional theory emerged in the late 1970s [48], its integration into the 
sustainable development field appeared in the 1990s. Jennings and Zandbergen [94] studied the use 
of institutional theory as an approach to sustainable development to understand both how consensus 
is built around the meaning of sustainability and the ways in which sustainability practices are 
developed and implemented by corporations. Other studies also focused on the use of institutional 
theory to analyze the adoption of environmental actions and policies by corporations [95,96]. Bansal 
and Clelland [97] applied institutional theory to understand the relationship between a corporation’s 
environmental legitimacy and its level of unsystematic risk and found that environmentally 
legitimate corporations incur less unsystematic risk. Bansal [98] provided further insights through 
combining institutional theory and resource-based theory and concluded that the two theories 
influence sustainable development. So, organizations facing institutional pressures (e.g., media 
attention, scrutiny from activists, and community concerns) could gain legitimacy through exhibiting 
good sustainability performance. Institutional pressures influencing organizational legitimacy could 
also go beyond those of domestic markets and come from other regions and countries. On that note, 
a recent study by Park [99] found that internationalization drives CS strengths and concerns in 
emerging markets’ economies. 

Since the 2000s, the use of the term ‘corporate sustainability’ has become widespread 
[1,4,5,68,100–102]. One of the earliest and most cited definitions of CS is associated with the work of 
Dyllick and Hockerts [100], who defined CS as “meeting the needs of a firm’s direct and indirect 
stakeholders (such as shareholders, employees, clients, pressure groups, and communities), without 
compromising its ability to meet the needs of future stakeholders as well” (p.131). Looking at the 
trend in the CS literature, one could surmise that the field of CS is still evolving [6]. Nonetheless, the 
definition of CS benefits from having roots in the concept of sustainable development, and therefore, 
there exists less inconsistency among scholars on what CS means [103]. CS encompasses the inclusion 
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of the short-term and long-term economic, environmental, and social aspects of a corporation’s 
performance [4,69,70]. It also seeks to create long-lasting shareholders’ and stakeholders’ values for 
corporations [2]. 

There is consensus among scholars and practitioners that sustainable development at the societal 
level will require CS being incorporated as a core into corporate business strategies, but the notion 
that the business model is the key for initiating CS components has only recently gained increased 
attention. Schaltegger et al. [104] recognized a business model for sustainability as one that “helps 
describing, analyzing, managing, and communicating (i) a company’s sustainable value proposition 
to its customers, and all other stakeholders, (ii) how it creates and delivers this value, (iii) and how it 
captures economic value while maintaining or regenerating natural, social, and economic capital 
beyond its organizational boundaries” (p. 6). Several studies have explored how embedding 
sustainability into a corporate business model can improve economic viability while reducing 
negative effects or creating positive effects for society and the environment [105–109]. These 
researchers suggest the integration of social and environmental aspects into the economic-centered 
view of a standard business model through an innovation process to create value and competitive 
advantage. They also emphasize developing internal structural and cultural capabilities, while 
collaborating with key stakeholders, as necessary conditions for a sustainability-oriented business 
model. Researchers further highlight that there is no ‘one-size-fit-all’ business model for 
sustainability, and the on-going creation of business cases for sustainability is imperative. 
Nonetheless, recent literature stresses the need to broaden the current narrowly conceived CS. It must 
extend beyond the business case and shed light on developing new models that can help corporations 
understand the paradigm shift necessary to move towards sustainable development [2,67]. There has 
also been an emphasis on identifying driving factors for corporations to more earnestly adopt CS and 
advance pragmatic sustainability solutions and initiatives [67]. This includes investigating different 
levels of CS sophistication exhibited by corporations with respect to their social, environmental, and 
economic performance, as well as evaluating multi-stakeholder partnerships and synergies 
benefiting CS [110]. 

4. Integrative Theoretical Framework for CSR and CS 

The literature includes many examples where temporality is explicitly expressed as part of the 
sustainable development or CS definitions [1,4,65,78,111]; however, temporal aspects of corporate 
activities have not been a core idea of CSR [8]. Regardless of the differences that exist among these 
concepts, they have all become an integral part of business discussion [13]. In fact, identifying, 
managing, measuring, and reporting social, environmental, and economic elements of corporate 
impacts on, responsibilities to, and relationships with different stakeholder groups are the basis upon 
which each notion is operationalized. The fundamental idea embedded in the contemporary CSR and 
CS notions is that businesses, in addition to focusing on profits, have an obligation to foster social 
and environmental stewardship. Different theories of the firm have been applied in business 
responsibility and sustainability [4,65,112], among which institutional, resource-based, and 
stakeholder theories are discussed in this study as a rationale for profound ethical, scientific, and 
practical decisions on CSR and CS, and for driving potential improvements in CSR and CS 
implementation. Figure 2 summarizes the evolution of CSR and CS from their early emergence and 
the main contributors to the understanding of the fields. It also highlights the tipping point in the 
implications of resource-based theory, institutional theory, and stakeholder theory in the context of 
CSR and CS (the mid-1990s), which is when the literature began to emphasize the use of these three 
theories in CSR and CS studies.  
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Figure 2. Chronology of developmental and evolutionary sequences in corporate social responsibility 
and corporate sustainability. 

The implications of resource-based theory, institutional theory, and stakeholder theory for CSR 
and CS can be grounded in an integrative theoretical framework (Figure 3). The framework posits 
that corporate choice of CSR and CS actions and policies is supported by dual driving forces; internal, 
based on resource-based theory, and external, based on institutional theory. This is to meet the 
interests and expectations of internal and external stakeholders, the basis upon which stakeholder 
theory is constructed. The integrative theoretical framework suggests that the three theories of 
resource-based, institutional, and stakeholder could be used as the primary step in explaining 
corporate recognition of the need for CSR and CS. It further suggests that these theories of the firm 
could also be used to promote the identification, development and inclusion of different CSR and CS 
actions and policies. 
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Figure 3. Integrative theoretical framework underpinning corporate social responsibility and 
corporate sustainability. 

Both resource-based theory and institutional theory play a dominant role in CSR and CS research 
to understand whether, and under which conditions, superior CSR or CS performance will lead to 
superior competitive advantage and societal values [4]. Resource-based theory and institutional 
theory, indeed, offer complementary explanations for why and how corporations make strategic 
choices to respond to their environment [113]. Resource-based theory suggests that a corporation’s 
competitive advantage can be achieved by leveraging those internal resources that are valuable, rare, 
non-substitutable, and not easily imitated by rivals [43]. Therefore, heterogeneity in resource-based 
theory accounts for the generation of competitive advantage [44]. The theory also stresses that 
corporate decisions about resource selection are mainly based on the economic rationale within the 
constraints of limited information, cognitive biases, and causal ambiguity [114]. According to this 
perspective, corporations adopt CSR and CS policies and actions contingent on corporate power and 
control over their distinctive internal resources and capabilities (e.g., reputation, in-house knowledge 
of technology, employment of skilled personnel, trade contacts, equipment, efficient procedures, and 
capital) to sustain their competitive advantage [41]. Institutional theory, on the other hand, explains 
non-choice behaviour of corporations constrained by social judgement, historical limitations, and the 
inertial force of habit [114]. It proposes that corporate strategic choices are based on institutional 
isomorphic pressures exerted by the social environment, such as cultural norms, symbols, beliefs, 
and rituals [115]. There is no obvious economic or technical justification; conformity to social 
expectations is what contributes to corporate success and survival [114]. Based on this perspective, 
corporate adoption of CSR and CS strategies might not be driven by profit-making interest nor be 
entirely economically justified; instead, such actions are largely induced by preconscious acceptance 
of institutionalized values and practices [49]. The compatibility of institutional theory with resource-
based theory can be perceived through recognizing the importance of the social context in addition 
to the economic context for corporate survival and success. While the former fulfills the interests and 
expectations of a broad set of stakeholder groups, which have traditionally included regulatory and 
governmental agencies, professional associations, interest groups, and public opinion [116], the latter 
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primarily fulfills the interests and goals of a more limited set of stakeholders (e.g., shareholders) in 
gaining competitive advantage through corporate distinctive internal resources and capabilities. 

The inclusion of stakeholder theory, which implies the importance of creating value for all 
stakeholders, both internal and external [33], as well as primary and secondary stakeholders [35], has 
provided a greater foundation for shaping CSR- and CS-driven policies and actions. According to 
this perspective, corporations adopt CSR and CS strategies for both normative, including moral and 
philosophical principles (e.g., fairness, environmentalism), and instrumental, including connections 
between stakeholder approaches and corporate desired objectives (e.g., profitability), value of 
consideration of multi-stakeholders’ interests and the establishment of good relations with different 
stakeholder groups [39,117]. Stakeholder theory provides a foundation for the establishment and 
development of corporate management, operational, and stewardship plans to meet the interests and 
expectations of all relevant stakeholders [118]. In essence, integrating the descriptive, normative, and 
instrumental aspects of stakeholder theory can contribute to creating shared values, which helps to 
drive and maintain stakeholder relationships [117]. This is in line with creating a shared value goal 
of contemporary CSR and CS, upon which they are based [8]. The shared value-creating aspects of 
CSR and CS are conclusive only when CSR and CS relate to the core business model of a corporation 
and do not just comprise afterthought or add-on activities [119]. 

In general, the actions and influence of stakeholders affect whether corporations choose to 
engage in CSR and CS, as well as the types of actions pursued [120]. A greater influence exists when 
stakeholders are seen to have more power and legitimacy [66]. To this end, the notion of ‘stakeholder 
salience’ helps us understand how corporations manage their stakeholder relationships; corporate 
resource allocation is performed primarily for stakeholders with high salience (i.e., those with the 
highest levels of power, legitimacy, and urgency) [121]. The management of competing stakeholder 
interests, however, requires corporations to recognize “the overall stakeholder relationship as a 
multifaceted, multiobjective, complex phenomenon” [122] (p. 484). Corporations are therefore 
expected to go beyond the traditional logic of stakeholder salience, and to identify and engage ‘fringe’ 
stakeholders (i.e., those that are perceived to be non-legitimate, non-urgent, and powerless—even 
non-human) [123]. This helps corporations to identify the unit of analysis, beyond the corporation 
itself, based on their relationships with a broader group of stakeholders [119] in order to manage 
disruptive changes and to create new, distinctive ideas shaping the future of business. 

5. Academic and Managerial Implications 

This study adds value to the academic research by following the developmental and 
evolutionary sequences in business responsibility and sustainability, while contemplating the 
connections between CSR and CS through the lens of the dominant theoretical perspectives 
underpinning the concepts. It enables young CSR/CS scholars, in particular, as well as researchers 
outside the fields to comprehend how CSR and CS are conceptualized and operationalized through 
theoretical developments. It also provides directions towards using an integrated view for CSR and 
CS studies, rather than an individual internal view or external view. This study also has managerial 
implications. It helps managers to comprehend clearly the need to integrate CSR and CS into strategic 
business decisions and operation processes to enable their corporations to successfully manage 
competing issues, and to effectively take the lead in their sector by devising and implementing 
sustainability and responsibility initiatives. Such integration is explained based on resource-based 
theory, institutional theory, and stakeholder theory, focusing on corporate distinctive internal 
resources and capabilities, preconscious acceptance of institutionalized values and practices, and 
finally consideration of different stakeholder groups when defining corporate values to help 
corporations to autonomously analyze the conditions under which CSR and CS strategies are 
formulated, and to predict the ramifications of those strategies once implemented. 

6. Study Limitations and Suggestions for Future Research 

We reviewed the CSR and CS literature, focusing mainly on primary studies in top management 
journals. While we attempted to expand our review from as early as 1950 to current trends to address 
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the research objective, we acknowledge that we have not included all studies on CSR and CS within 
this time frame, nor used a systematic temporal approach, but have rather reviewed relevant articles 
by following the developmental and evolutionary sequences in business sustainability and 
responsibility. This is, of course, due to the CSR and CS literature being vast and widely scattered in 
different disciplines, and thus a major limitation for this narrative review. As much as we sought all 
relevant, primary studies on CSR and CS, we believe that there may be other studies that could be 
possibly included to complement the discussion on contributions of resource-based, institutional, 
and stakeholder theories in the context of CSR and CS. Such a limitation, while presumably 
unavoidable for a narrative review, may be circumvented in a systematic review. Future studies 
could expand this review and explore contributions of different theories of the firm in the context of 
CSR and CS through a systematic review approach. Moreover, while future studies could continue 
to explore the complex interrelationships between corporate strategy and their implications for social, 
environmental, and economic sustainability using the integrative theoretical framework, there is also 
potential in the use of other theories, including legitimacy theory, to evaluate how CSR and CS 
leadership priorities are impacted. Given that stakeholder theory can play a compelling role in CSR 
and CS research, future works could examine factors influencing corporate choice of CSR and CS 
interplaying the internal and external, or those of primary and secondary stakeholders, to better 
understand how corporations could craft a business plan that is able to manage conflicting strategic 
imperatives. Best industry-specific practices related to CSR and CS strategies should also be 
investigated based on a multi-stakeholder perspective to contribute to the adoption of a corporate 
business model with a clear focus on delivering sustained values for all stakeholders. 
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